There is no evidence that Republi- can presidential candidate Mitt Romney was running Bain Capi- tal after he left the firm in 1999. Claims by the campaigns of President Barack Obama that Romney was involved in the firm with knowledge that he should be charged with a felony crime are baseless.

Independent media fact-checkers, auditors, and researchers, such as the Altman- zinger reports, “... the contemporaneous records confirm that the Obama campaig- n is producing false and misleading information in an attempt to undermine the character and credibility of Mitt Romney.”
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Editor

Libor (London Inter-bank
Banking Rate) is a global financial
institutional lending rate that
helps determine interest rates
in derivatives and loans.

TARP and bailouts dwarfed by LIBOR-gate

The impact of economic downturns is most
noticeable reduction in their workforce.

Jobs and going aren’t coming back
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